EMAIL MARKETING CASE STUDY

LIFTING THE
LID ON A
SUCCESSFUL
EMAIL
PROGRAMME

Getting results in email
doesn’t happen by accident.
Clicks and conversions comes
from emails that inform and

In 2017, Dulux Decorator Centre
attended a Red C Email Marketing
Masterclass. Impressed with what
they saw, they invited Red C to audit
their monthly email programme,
which was underperforming.

Red C devised a new, harder-working template, incorporating
clever navigation, stronger calls-to-action and eye-catching
creative. Results improved instantly and we were appointed
as their strategic and creative eCrm agency.
The uplift in results soon caught the eye of the teams at
Dulux Trade and Dulux Retail too, and by 2018 Red C
was creating a rich and varied inbox for their customers.
Through subject line testing, responsive design, smarter build
and strategic nous, Red C has helped the email programmes
of all these Akzonobel brands go from strength to strength.

inspire. Here are our 6 rules
for email marketing success.

6 RED C RULES
FOR MAKING
EMAIL WORK
What does success look like?

Define what you are looking to achieve with
your emails – more sales, leads, bookings,
downloads or just engagement?

Push the frequency as hard as you can

Be relevant and timely
to the right audience

Not segmentation for segmentation’s sake...
simply ensuring you’re clear on who you’re
trying to reach, and what will interest them.

The more emails you send, the more opens
you generate, the more clicks you get, the
more conversions you make... and so on.

Test everything

Create a rich and varied inbox

Create robust automated programmes

Always mail your readers a varied mix
of emails – newsletter, offer-driven, sale,
product-focus, hints & tips.

Every email you send is an opportunity to
refine and improve on what you’ve sent before.

Welcome programmes, re-engagement
programmes, abandoned basket emails...
rarely fail to deliver and are so easy to set up.

DULUX
DECORATOR
CENTRE

Dulux Decorator Centre felt their emails were
underperforming. After reviewing their existing
programme, we made a series of simple yet
powerful tweaks. First, we increased the
number of navigation touchpoints and made
the email build more responsive. Second, we
made the opening screen work much harder,
offering the reader either more opportunities
to click, or a stronger reason to read on.
Existing emails
didn’t give the
reader enough
reasons to act

NEW RED C
TEMPLATES
UPLIFTED BOTH
CLICKS AND
CONVERSIONS

Dulux Decorator Centre

A NEW, RICH AND
VARIED INBOX

Red C’s new programme included
newsletters, product range and cash event
emails – managing to increase frequency
and uplift results at the same time.

Newsletter

Promotions

WHAT WE
TESTED...

• Image carousel
• GIFs on opening screen
• New colours
• Layout of products

Cash Event

DULUX RETAIL

Newsletter

Retail Promotion

The existing programme was highly templated –
too much so, in fact. The rigid structure offered no
flexibility to test and results were suffering. Red C’s
solution was a new set of templates with stronger
navigation, more inspirational imagery (including people
for the first time), and better, more responsive buttons.

THE WEEKEND
PROJECT

It’s tempting to use email solely to push discounts
and sales messages. Yet, often what customers
need to act is some inspiration. Red C devised
the Weekend Project email to guide readers on
how to use a specific colour, download the Dulux
Visualizer app, order a roller tester and buy the
paint. The email proved a huge hit, not just in terms
of clicks but sales of paint and accessories, too.

TURNING COMPELLING
CONTENT INTO CLICKS
Let’s Colour is Dulux’s magazine for consumers. It’s full of
inspirational tips and advice, on how to use colour in your
home. Red C devised a suite of solus emails to focus on key
pieces of content from the magazine – Dr Dulux, Colour
Know How, Paint By Numbers and Big Life Moments.
Dr Dulux

RESULTS
22.52% AVERAGE
OPEN RATE
22.92%
CLICK-TO-OPEN
Based on September 2018 - September 2019

DULUX TRADE

It’s tempting to feel you need a completely
different mindset when you’re emailing a B2B
audience. But in our experience, the principles
of good email marketing apply no matter who
you’re talking to. When we started working
on Dulux Trade emails, we made more or less
the same recommendations as we did for the
consumer brand. We improved the navigation,
made the CTA buttons work much harder and
created a rich and varied inbox – even testing
content that seemed ‘too consumer’.
The results were just as impressive.

RESULTS
28.80% AVERAGE
OPEN RATE
29.71%
CLICK-TO-OPEN

Dulux Trade

SUBJECT-LINE TESTING

We also introduced a subject-line testing matrix to discover what motivates customers open an email.
Email - Colour of the Year Launch - Appliers
TEST

SUBJECT LINE

OPEN

OPEN %

Content - News

2019’s Colour of the Year revealed

136

37%

Direct - Command

Get a first look at 2019’s Colour of the Year

111

30%

Email - In the Know Newsletter Appliers September
TEST

SUBJECT LINE

OPEN

OPEN %

Direct - Benefit

NEW: Water-based paint offering great adhesion + smooth flow

200

30%

Intrigue - Question

Water-based paint with great flow!? Problem solved

169

36%

Contractors and Specifiers

Dulux Academy

RESULTS - 16.76% OPEN RATE
53.67% CLICK-TO-OPEN

RESULTS - 21.91% AVERAGE
OPEN RATE
26.93% AVERAGE CLICK-TO-OPEN

Based on September 2019 Newsletter

Based on November 2018 - September 2019

Based on September 2018 - September 2019

CONTRACTORS
AND SPECIFIERS

As you might imagine, emails to this niche
audience are sent less frequently. So, our
approach focused on making the content
look and feel more engaging.

DULUX ACADEMY
AND DULUX SELECT
DECORATORS
Recipients of these emails are typically
ambitious decorators looking to improve
their skillset or maintain their already high
standards. Our challenge was to uplift
response by stressing the benefits of the
various courses and services on offer.
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